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Monday 22 October

Tuesday 23 October

MOVEMENT FOR TODDLERS

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK

DRAMA, 9.30AM – 10.30AM & 10.45AM – 11.45AM,

ART, 9.15AM – 3.45PM, DROP OFF, AGES 5 – 11

AGES 18 MONTHS – 3 YEARS

Create a small folding book to symbolise the
climb up the beanstalk to the castle and create
a personalised tale using multimedia techniques
including drawing, collage and golden papers.
These will take inspiration from both the
traditional story and the artist Klimt. You will use
Jack’s journey as inspiration to decorate a bag
and a golden egg and will design and paint your
very own plant pot ready to grow your beanstalk
– I wonder if you will have magic beans that will
grow into a gigantic beanstalk!

Through the use of dance, physical play, props,
rhymes and improvisation this class will support
both the children's physical development and
their creative, explorative mind. They will explore
different kind of objects such as large stretchy
fabrics, hoops, ribbons, feathers and sugar bubbles.
During the session there will be plenty of time to
explore, pretend, imagine and be free!
COST: £10. TUTOR: STELLA PAPI

HANSEL AND GRETAL
DRAMA, 9.30AM – 3.30PM, DROP OFF, AGES 4 – 7

MAGICAL MASKS
ART, 10AM – 12PM, DROP OFF, AGES 3 – 5

We will make puppets and a sugar skull inspired
by the Mexican celebration Día de Los Muertos.
We will also make our own Mexican ‘retablo’ or
scene using coloured foam, paper and pins, salt
dough, and paint.
COST: £20. TUTOR: SUE HARRIS

A STARRY NIGHT
ART, 1.30PM – 3.30PM, DROP OFF, AGES 3 – 5

Taking inspiration from Van Gogh’s “Starry Night”,
we will create our very own masterpieces. By
using paint, mixed media, collage materials and
silhouettes as well as exploring complementary
colours and movement, we will recreate the
beautiful night sky.
COST: £20. TUTOR: SUE HARRIS

CASTLES & MONSTERS
ART, 9.15AM – 3.45PM, DROP OFF, AGES 5 – 11

Come and enjoy a fun-filled workshop creating
castles and monsters! We will be using a range
of mixed-media techniques, from drawing and
collage to printmaking, producing a fantastic
creation to take home at the end of the day!
COST: £50. TUTOR: ELLIE WRIGHT

Wednesday 24 October

Join us on a storytelling adventure ‘Hansel
and Gretel’ for a full day of drama and games!
Together we will trace the breadcrumbs
through the forest, find delicious sweet delights
and meet the forest creatures. Through
imagination, exploration, team work and stories
we will collectively tell the story and develop
new characters. A fantastic way to develop
confidence, communication and storytelling
skills through musicality, drama and movement.
COST: £50. TUTOR: AMBER-ROSE MAY

LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD
ART, 9.15AM – 3.45PM, DROP OFF, AGES 5 – 11

Come along and design your own storybook
based on Little Red Riding Hood’s journey
through the forest! You will integrate many
elements to encourage Red Riding Hood not
to step off the path and use autumn leaves to
create original forest prints on paper. You will
create multimedia pictures retelling the story as
well as decorating your very own bag!
COST: £50. TUTOR: NICOLA CORRIGAN

MYSTICAL MUSIC
MUSIC, 9.30AM – 3.30PM, DROP OFF, AGES 6 – 9

Let’s work together to explore sounds with
different fairy tales as our inspiration! Using a
variety of different instruments along with our
bodies and voices, we will: combine sounds to
create musical effects; discover how music, dance
and drama combined can create a gripping story;
and explore the voice and timbre of instruments
to create descriptive musical effects.
COST: £50. TUTOR: PHOEBE SNELLING

COST: £50. TUTOR: NICOLA CORRIGAN

WATERCOLOUR
ILLUSTRATION INSPIRATION
ART, 9.15AM – 3.45PM, DROP OFF, AGES 9 – 14

Learn and improve on your watercolour
techniques whilst you create beautiful illustrations
full of colour and magic that bring your favourite
story to life. In this class the illustrations of
Michael Foreman, one of Britain’s best known and
best loved children’s book illustrators, will inspire
us. We will learn how to create magical worlds,
using drawing skills, illustration, and colour. Learn
new techniques and improve your drawing and
painting whilst using imagination and inspiration!
You are welcome to bring your favourite story
along to bring it to life!
COST: £50. TUTOR: SALINA GANI

Thursday 25 October

INTRODUCTION TO
PRINTMAKING WITH THE
BROTHERS GRIMM
ART, 9.15AM – 3.45PM, DROP OFF, AGES 5 – 11

Are you a fan of Snow White, Cinderella and Little
Red Riding Hood? Printmaking has been used to
illustrate fairy tales even before the Grimm brothers
were writing these classics and the resulting pictures
have helped us to fall in love with these stories which
have been with us for generations. In this class you
will be introduced to some printmaking techniques
to help you illustrate your favourite fairy tale. You
will learn different print processes to create our
own amazing book illustrations. Bring along your
favourite Grimm fairy tale to be inspired by!
COST: £50. TUTOR: SALINA GANI

A FAIRY TALE MIX-UP!
DRAMA, 9.30AM – 3.30PM,
DROP OFF, AGES 7 – 11

Join us on a Creative Adventure as we explore ‘A
Fairy tales Mix Up’. Did you know that Snow White
was actually a witch? The Wolf in Little Red Riding
hood was actually under a monstrous spell and
Goldilocks was actually not a little girl at all, she was
a wizard full of tricks? Through weird and wonderful
imagination, exploration, fun, drama games,
wizardry, tricks and stories we travel together on
a journey like no other. Together we will devise a
whole show in a day and share it at the end of the
workshop! A fantastic way to develop confidence,
communication and storytelling skills through
musicality, drama and movement.
COST: £50. TUTOR: AMBER-ROSE MAY

UKULELE FOR BEGINNERS
MUSIC, 10AM – 12PM, AGES 3 – 5, DROP OFF
1.30PM – 3.30PM, AGES 5 – 7, DROP OFF

Join us on this fun-filled introduction to the
instrument. Participants will learn to play a
few easy songs, improvise and join in with
musicianship games. All levels are welcome.
Ukuleles can be hired for the session free of
charge.
COST: £20. TUTOR: JAY HAMMOND

Friday 26 0ctober

Sunday 28 October

MUSICAL THEATRE – SHREK

THE EMPEROR AND
THE NIGHTINGALE

MUSIC, 9.30AM – 12.30PM, AGES 5 – 7, DROP OFF
1PM – 4PM, AGES 7 – 11, DROP OFF

Once upon a time, there was a giant green ogre
who, after being mocked and feared his entire life,
hides away. Suddenly, a gang of homeless fairytale characters raid his swamp, saying they’ve
been evicted by the mean Lord Farquaad. So
Shrek strikes a deal with them: he will get them
their homes back if they leave him alone! Shrek
is sent on an adventure, not only to help out his
fairy-tale pals but also to rescue the Princess
Fiona who has a secret. Come along and explore
and become these wonderful characters in your
very own take on the musical Shrek!
COST: £30. TUTOR: GIORGIA ROSE

DRAMA, 9.30AM – 3.30PM, DROP OFF
AGES 8 – 12

Join the theatre practitioners who, earlier
this year created an original pop up show for
Families at the V&A (alongside the museum’s
'Winnie the Pooh' exhibition) as they develop
an adaption for the stage of Hans Christian
Anderson’s epic tale 'The Emperor and the
Nightingale'. The work will feature shadow
puppetry, original songs and will depend on
audience involvement for the telling of the tale.
We invite you to be part of our devising process
by joining us for a unique and playful day of
creative exploration through shadow making,
songs, puppetry and physical theatre. Wear
clothes that are comfortable to move in. Parents
will be invited in for a short performance at the
end of the workshop.
COST: £50. TUTORS/PERFORMERS: JO GIRDLESTONE
AND DREW COLBY

UKULELE FOR BEGINNERS
MUSIC, 10AM – 12PM, AGES 5 – 7, DROP OFF
1.30PM – 3.30PM, AGES 3 – 5, DROP OFF

Join us on this fun-filled introduction to the
instrument. Participants will learn to play a
few easy songs, improvise and join in with
musicianship games. All levels are welcome.
Ukuleles can be hired for the session free of
charge.
COST: £20. TUTOR: JAY HAMMOND
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